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(You Betcha!)

2008 SAM WEST COAST Event Schedule
Call Steve Roselle 650-969-1721 Email: rosy@cheerful.com for corrections or additions
"Revised 28 Dec, 2007"
Month Saturday Sunday Event Date
Event
JAN
5
6
JAN
12
13
1/11-13 AMA Trade Show—Ontario, Ca
JAN
19
20
1/19-21
SOUTHWEST REGIONALS, Eloy Az
JAN
26
27
FEB
2
3
FEB
9
10
FEB
16
17
FEB
23
24
MAR 1
2
MAR 8
9
3/9
NCFFC Spring Bash (Walt Ghio CD)
MAR 15
16
3/15
SABBATINI COLLECT(flyer Dec 2007)
MAR 22
23
Sunday 3/23
Easter
MAR 29
30
3/29-30 SAM 26 SPRING ANNUAL Taft, Ca
APR
5
6
4/5
NCFFC Sierra Champs (Chris Borland CD)
APR
12
13
APR
19
20
APR
26
27
NCFFC; Nor Cal (Bill Vanderbeek CD)
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

3
10
17
24

MAY/JUN 31
JUNE 7
JUNE 14
JUNE 21
JUNE 28
JULY 5
JULY 12
JULY 19
JULY 26
AUG 2
AUG 9
AUG 16
AUG 23
AUG 30
SEPT 6
SEPT 13
SEPT 20
SEPT 27
OCT
4
OCT
11
OCT
18
OCT
25
NOV 1
NOV 8
NOV 15
NOV 22
NOV 29
DEC
6
DEC
13
DEC
20
DEC
27

4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22
29
6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24
31
7
14
21
28
5
12
19
26
2
9
16
23
30
7
14
21
28

Sunday 5/11

(Mother's Day)

Monday 5/26

Memorial Day weekend

SAM 21 RANCH ROMP Schmidt Ranch tenative
6/7 NCFFC Western States Champs (Mike McKeever CD)
Sunday 6/15
(Father's Day)

Friday 7/4

@ SARATOGA FIRE
DEPARTMENT
Corner Saratoga ave &
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Hwy

2008
January 24

February 28
March 27
April 24
May 22
June 26
July 24
August 28
September 25
October 23
November 20
(due to Thanksgiving Conflict)
December 18
(due to Christmas Conflict)

SAM 27 CRASH & BASH Schmidt Ranch

SAM 26 JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE Taft, Ca
11/2
NCFFC SGMA Sweeper (Dick Myers CD)
SAM 21 COLLECTO—tenative

Thursday 11/27 Thanksgiving Day

Thursday 12/25 Christmas Day

2007 GOODIE
Schedule

tenative

Monday 9/1
Labor Day
8-12th SAM CHAMPS at MUNCIE, Indiana
9/14
NCFFC SGMA Combo Annual (Bill/Mike Davis CD)

11/15

Sam 21 Meeting Dates
7:30 p.m.

Independence Day

7/26-27 SAM 30 Annual - Schmidt Ranch

26-28

SAM 21’s Website:
www.SAM-21.ORG

Here are the choices for the year. I went
by alphabetical order on the roster (but
Started with me) excusing those who normally do not come to meetings on a regular
basis.
If you cannot accommodate this schedule,
then it will be your responsibility to ShangHi (uhh) persuade another member to take
your place.
And If you feel ‘The Call‘
(and aren’t on this list), please call some
unfortunate soul on the list and offer to take
their place.

JANUARY

Gurney

FEB
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPT
OCT

Roselle
Hofstetter
Joki
Leopold
Lewis
Marshall
Mette
Smith
Saso

NOV

DEC
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have access to a local business that does laminating for the
school system. Copeland will coordinate with Chinmay.
President Smith noted previous discussions regarding having
a program for each meeting. Following discussion a form was
passed around so that subjects of interest could be listed by
members. A substantial list was created. Henry asked for volunteers – Copeland volunteered a program for the February
meeting on the subject of making simple fiberglass parts.

Minutes of the SAM 21 meeting
Minutes of the SAM 21 meeting of January 24, 2008
Call to order: The meeting was called to order by President
Smith promptly at 7:30 p.m. with 13 members present.
Introduction of Guests: “New” returning member, Dick
Douglas, introduced himself and provided a short bio of his
modeling career. Welcome back Dick.

New Business: None
Break: 8:00 to 8:25

Approval of Minutes: The minutes of the meeting of
12/27/07 were approved as published in the Clipper.
Treasurers Report: Secretary/Treasurer Copeland reported
for the month ending 1/23/08, expenses of $2,172.54, income
of $254.00, and an ending balance of: $4,114.79. He further
reported that the membership stands at 36 regular, 17 associate, and 2 life for a total of 55 – w/o regard for dues status.
Contest Reports: Lewis: reported on the South West Regionals held in Eloy, AZ, January 19 – 21 2008. He reported
that attendance was light; the weather was good, except for
being cold in the mornings. He also noted that the contest
results are to be published on the International SAM site.

Show and Tell: Lesher passed around a repair estimate for
work on a Brown Jr. dated 1939 – times have certainly
changed. He also flew some demo flights of his Mini Dragonfly heli to everyones amazement – he said that Santa Claus
had brought it to him? He also brought an example of a
Barker .56 “Manualmatic” engine. Vanderbeek showed a
prototype of a tank mount for a McCoy .19 which he is developing and had made on a CNC machine. Chinmay displayed
a clock he had made from a Redwood burl. Don Farwell displayed his Dumas Waco biplane which features a GWS motor
using three cells. Chichilitti displayed his latest Baby Playboy for electric power. He explained that he had tried to keep
it light, but may have gone overboard in some areas.

Scheduled Events: None
Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m.
Other Reports: Vanderbeek reported on the outstanding
success of Chinmay Jaju who has won the Junior National
Championship and other titles, and will be honored for his
achievement by the San Jose City Council at a presentation
scheduled in the afternoon of January 29. The public is invited to attend. Vanderbeek encouraged SAM 21 members
who can find the time to show up to support Chinmay’s outstanding achievements.

Next meeting: The next meeting will be held on February 28
– at the firehouse in Saratoga.
Refreshments: Courtesy of Walt Gurney for Steve Roselle.
Thanks for stepping up Walt!
And THANKS FOREVER AND EVER TO LESHER
FOR THE COFFEE !! - from YOUR CAFIENE DEPENDANT MEMBERS!

Unfinished Business. : Secretary Copeland reported that he
had researched the purchase of a laminating machine and
found that a machine adequate for club use can be had for
under $75 plus shipping. He plans to proceed with the purchase as previously approved. Chinmay noted that he might

NEW EVENT!

Respectfully Submitted: s/s Bill Copeland, Secty/Treas

STEAM Texaco!

Four cylinder opposed steam engine Ref: LineyRV-2Comp
Four cylinder opposed engine with gear driven valves and timing.
It is a four cylinder opposed engine with gear driven valves and timing. The design is inspired by the internal combustion engines that power so many of today’s general aviation aircraft (and VW's!). The pistons are 3/8" with a 1/2"
stroke driving a one piece aluminum crankshaft that rides in miniature ball bearings. The "RV" designation is for "rotating valve". The unique valve design incorporates a pinion gear on the crankshaft which times a one piece rotating valve.
This polished brass and aluminum engine would make a great display piece for
any aviation enthusiast or lover of mechanical things.

http://www.executive-model-design.com/acatalog/
Liney_Steam_Engines.html
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City of San Jose, CA Commendation
presented to 15 year old Chinmay Jaju
for his accomplishments and dedication
in the field of Model Airplane competition

clearance to board with his model box. Paul
Andrade argued in his behalf (he helped ChinHere is the latest achievement by one of our
may throughout the contest weekend), but to
AMA, NFFS, SAM 21 and Oakland Cloud
no avail. The box had to be shipped back to
Duster members! Chinmay has also been
California by UPS at a much later date, suselected OCD Vice President for 2008, possibly taining damage to a few of his models.
the youngest member to hold this position
since the founding of this great club by a
In some of the photos it shows San Jose mayor
bunch of teenagers (Bob Meuser, David
Chuck Reed to the left and District 1 Council
Lloyd, Carl Rambo, Manny Andrade, etc.)
member Pete Constant to the right. The larger
back in 1937!
group shot shows some of the Cloud Dusters
in attendance, including Carmen Critchlow,
As many of you already know, he will be rep- Fred Terzian, Truman Cross, Bill Vanderbeek,
resenting the U.S. at the Junior World Free
Lou Young, Dick Douglas and SAM 21 memFlight Championships to be held in the
ber Lescher Dowling Other photos show ChinUkraine this summer, and has recently won the may with his sister and very proud parents.
2007 Junior National Cup.
Regards, Fred Terzian
Chinmay also locked in the "Junior National
Cup", traveling by himself to attend the King Here’s the link to the City Council Meeting/
Orange International in Orlando Florida dur- videos:
ing Christmas break. No problems with checkin on the way out, but the other airline bring- http://sanjose.granicus.com/
ViewPublisher.php?view_id=2
ing him back gave him grief with his model
box and wouldn't let him check it in, even
though the TSA security people did a chemical
The below photos courtesy of Lescher Dowling
analysis (for fuel residue) and gave him
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and says he flew 9 ft with flat bottom airfoil?? He is 88 yrs
old!!!!!!!
3.Called the AMA historian no info and no original Clipper in
museum. Checked AMA plans (Ponds plans is Comet Models)

Rosy’s
Outlook

4.Sent E-mail to Comet Model News C.D. (Nancy Kapitano)?
5.Called Ol Charlie in Florida says Comet kit plan only?
6.Sent e-mail to Jim O'reilly Plans says kit only plans.

FEBRUARY
After an unusual 3 week January drenching reminiscent of the
late 1960’s monsoons hearabouts the first half of February was
dry and also Indian Summerish. Temps rose to low 70’s and
everything dried out. Lawn sprinklers were seen in abundance.
That ended Friday with the return of the monsoon. If you
receive a US Postal copy of the Clipper, you might dry it out
first.

Dallaire Sportster for the JUNE Contest Raffle
(actually 31 May—1 June)

8.Jack Hiner to ask Eut and flyers at Eloy any info?
9.Ask Steve Roselle if he knows any California flyers that
knew Pond or Goldberg and could verify info??? Please
help!!!!!!!! Thanks
SAM CHAMPS OR BUST..................................................
GLEN

Steve - The raffle award for this years SAM21 contest is ready.
I'll bring it to the meeting on Thursday. It is ready to fly with a
ST- G60, Airtronics radio, Transmitter, charger and extra RX.
I haven't flown it with this engine but I did fly it with my ST 65
RR and it flew very good; it should be very competitive (in
either Antique or C Glow) and it doesn't look to bad either.
regards, Dave Lewis
Contest Direct Wanted
To run the SAM 21 June contest at Schmidt Ranch. The resident club C.D. will be unavailable during the first half of June.
So all you young aspiring C.D. out there—here is you chance
for Glory! Inquire within.

Clipper Wing Question
from SAM MidWest VP Glen Poole

STEVE
I have been trying to research the rumor that the original
Comet Clipper had undercambered ribs all the way to the
tip using the Goldberg G-5 or G-6 airfoil. The Zipper, mercury,
Sailplane, Valkyrie, all used these airfoils. I believe Comet used
this progressive changing airfoil for washout so the
Clipper would fly easier and sell more kits?! I want to build
a 8 or 9 ft. Clipper for Texaco (electric) and I believe it will
glide better with undercambered airfoil! The picture of Pond
reminded me he flew a 10 ft Clipper for years on the west
coast and also several smaller versions are kitted with the
undercambered airfoil as well. Both Pond and Goldberg are
gone so I need confirmation from another source. Here is the
list of contacts and results:
1.Harry Klarich-says he kits Clipper with undercamber in 10 ft
and 55" size. He says he remembers got verbal from Pond??
2. Called Bill Bowen (Pond flying budddy) in Lodi California
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21

7.Called Joe Konefes (Buzzard Bombshell fame) worked for
Comet models and designed kits. He will look for data says
can't remember original. I asked for old pictures??

Re: Original CLIPPER WING
Glen,
I've not heard that rumor until now. Recently Gene Wallock
approved the Clipper mk2 wing ( polyhedral) as being legal on
the original Clipper mk1 ( Is nothing sacred?) Sounds like
you've already researched the rumor quite thoroughly. There
were two 10 ft Clippers built locally that I am aware of. Ponds
and one of the same era by Bob VonKonsky. They were close
friends. May have been others. Ponds was destroyed I believe
eventually. VonK's was sold to Dave Bruner who retired and
moved down to southern Ca. It was a beautiful tissue covered
model & had been damaged ( the wing) and Dave stored it outside on his apartment balcony for years all wrapped up against
the elements. Dunno what happened to it when he moved.
Maybe sold or gave it away ??? Neither Bruner or VonK have
a functioning Email address these days but below are their addresses and phones. (omitted here—snr)
Probably both were built from the plans Pond scaled up and are
what Klarich still sells.
Knowing the standard mk1 Clipper wing, there is precious little
thickness out at the tip to incorporate much undercamber.
My Clipper is notorious for tip stalling even with the progressive airfoil sections if there is not sufficient washout in the
outer panel. Don’t know how a full undercamber wing would
compare. Comet billed the progressive wing as a feature.
Maybe the prototype was a single airfoil clear out and Goldberg
changed it for production?
Doing so meant an increase in kit complexity and I don’t think
they would have done it unless it was an improvement to stability. Just my opinion.
I'll print your query in the next newsletter just in case anyone
has additional info.
Regards, Steve
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wispy high clouds sometimes. All in all it was very good flying.

Electric Rules Loopholes
Dave Harding wrote:
Don’t know if we should really address this but here is an excerpt
from Bob Angel’s newsletter following an article on the Zephyr
solar powered UAV. (from SAM 26—Bob Angels newsletter)
“ *WHAT DOES THE ZEPHYR *have to do with SAM flying?
It sets a precedent and points out a potential weakness in our
rules. Take the RC Electric Texaco and SOS electric events for
example: The rules are very specific about battery types and
weight, but nowhere do they mention allowable charging procedures. Scaling is allowed and radio control is assumed by the
event title but is not specifically addressed.
So for the electric events featuring unlimited flight time, I’m
considering a large scale solar charged model, launched fully
charged in the morning to circle the area all day until quitting
time in the afternoon. Radio guidance would be autonomous via
GPS and computer, so that I could fly other events all day until
time to take over and land the electric. This should win the event
(s) easily unless Eut beats me to it.”
Dave
Re: Electric Rules Loopholes
Dave,
Dang sealawyers! They just keep poppin outa the woodwork.
(SAM presidents not withstanding).
Sooo lets just add another phrase to the ' folders OK as long as
they don't fold in flight…’ rulebook wording, to wit:

Showing up at the field was your secretary-treasurer, Bill Copeland, and Dr. Joe Poco, from SAM 21 along with yours truly.
Neither Bill or Joe had models since they flew into Tucson where
they stayed with Joe's son, John. All three came up to the field
mainly to just spectate which is OK since they were available for
timing and hauling stuff on and off the field. The only other
Californians were Don Bishop and Eut Tileston. Most of the
usual suspects from Texans were absent because of various winter maladies except for Key Crawford and Bob Hawkins.
Speaking of Bob Hawkins, he obviously was grand champion
winning most, but not all, of the events he entered. Bob is now
using the screaming Nelson engines in Bombers for most of the
glow events. For Texaco, he uses a Irvine .40 Diesel which just
walked on by my OS 4 stroke and got twice as high as my plane.
As usual, the Free Flight guys were out in number, about 4 times
as many as that in OT T/C. I saw northern Calif.resident, Bud
Romak chasing his plane but he was the only one I recognized
from up here. Norm Peterson had to scratch at the last minute.
The food kitchen was set up over in the Free Flight area and they
were serving chile, dogs and hamburgers; I only wish they had
gotten the word and had shown up at the dry lake at last year's
Las Vegas SAM CHAMPS.

We left for home on Monday but I understand that Eut Tileston
lost (crashed) his V-tailed Swallow due to possible 2.3 GH radio
failure. He flies it in the Brown event; the engine, he told me,
was one of the first engines he ever owned and he has had it since
about 1940; it has served him well.
“...charging of batteries (for motor or radio power) not allowed
I only did well in only one event; Antique, when I took first in a 3
during flight…”
way fly-off against a McCoy 60 in a Bomber and another scaledup Anderson Pylon flown by Peder Samualson (also a CaliforSome years ago a local resourceful engineer & OT Modeler by
the name of Neil Kaminar added a small solar cell array the wing nian).
Both Andersons are about 1500 wing area (Big!) and his is powin order to charge his Electric Texaco Zipper receiver pack in
flight and while waiting to fly. I forget if he said it would charge ered by a screaming Nelson 65 and mine has a Super Tigre G-65
RR in it. Both Pete and I got about the same altitude and I won
enough to fly all day but it did save him the weight of an RC
by all of 8 seconds!! I never, ever saw this before but some of
pack for quite a while. Then one day it went dead in the air and
the white Monokote covering on his fuselage ripped off on two
flew away never to be seen again. Neil thought about it for a
sides earlier in the day on climb-out; Pete covered the fuse with
while and concluded that the 100 ma pack had 'sulfated' up or
clear Saran-like stuff for the fly-off. Bill Copeland has pictures.
something ( memory effect?) due to never being discharged to
Talk about freak occurances. wow!
exhaustion.
The structure seemed OK but the covering sure got left behind.
Steve
There was no Collecto this year but there was a swap-meet over
====================
in Free Flight and I picked up two engines for very, very reasonable prices; the engines were both in impeccable condition. As
SOUTHWEST REGIONALS
far as I am concerned, I made out better at this swap-meet on the
MODEL AIRPLANE CHAMPIONSHIPS - 2008
field than the big Collecto, in years past, all the way into Casa
By Dave Lewis
Grande.
The 58th edition of the Southwest Regionals Model Airplane
Champs returned to Eloy, Arizona, on January 19 to January 21,
Lastly, Bill Copeland took lots of pictures including my Anderthis year. The weather was much improved from that of 2007
son Pylon, the winner of the Antique event, stuffed into the BAR(I've been told) and flying was not half bad. It was cold in the
mornings but it warmed up to the mid-60's by early afternoon. I B-QUE COOKER!!! Hey, maybe this helped the plane by adding "meat-odor" or charcoal dust or something.
was wearing my long johns which helped considerably. There
Dave Lewis
was a little wind on Sunday morning but it was temporary so
wind was not a factor at all. The sky was mainly clear blue with
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More on ELOY– ELECTRICS
Phil Pearce
Hi Steve.
We missed you two at Eloy. Our group did fierce competition
but we were woefully small in numbers. You have got to hear
the story of the three fly off pilots all landing out of bounds. It
was very funny! I was closest at about 20 feet out, Hiner was
off the field quite a bit and Dave H. was somewhere in between.
We all got a laugh out of the situation. Obviously, we were
fighting wind.

Glen,
Seeing your Wedgy I recalled about the only other one I've
seen......and found this pic in my files. Scanned it in 2001 from a
35mm print. John Pond flew this Wedgy with a COX 049 for
1/2A Texaco.
I snapped it at Taft in the early
1980's as best I can remember.
Note the bell bottom trousers and
the Kraft (cheese box) transmitter...

I remember one fun fly day at a
school field in south San Jose where
Pond had difficulty getting the engine to run properly,
so finally launched it with it barely
running. The Wedgy would not
The cookout was just great. We had a huge mesquite fire and
climb but it did not quit,
about 30 folks around the fire.
so John flew it around us within the
The use of li-polys in Wakefield really helped make the plane fly narrow confines of the fenced field
much better. I only realized that I could use them the night be- at maybe 20 feet max like a control
fore the event and I was pleasantly surprised at the improved
line model.
performance. I used the speed 300 in both events and I think I
WE laughed our arses off :-))
will do that in the future. That little motor is fairly happy at
Steve Roselle
around 10 to 12 amps as you know. You can draw more, but the
life of the motor suffers.
ERRATA: I later realized that the model Pond was flying though
very simaliar in fuselage shape, was not a Wedgy. Rather it was
Regards. Phil
an Ehling Triangle. Me Bad! Here is the pic anyway.
MORE From: Phil Pearce
=========================================
BILL COPELAND PHOTOS—2008 ELOY, AZ SWR
The funny,out of bounds fly off was in Wakefield (Sp 300) We
re-flew it later.
I flew my aged, old and slightly weak 800 AR packs in both Tex,
and LMR. I ended up with a first in Speed 400 and Unlimited
Wakefield, two seconds, a third and a fourth. I guess I should
consider myself lucky.

The Sp 400 event that I won, was with my Dallaire with a fresh
motor in it. I had broken it in before the event. I had excellent
altitude and was just barely able to see it and control it. I think
that only 5 or 6 flew the event.
The landings were a challenge in several events due to the wind.
As you know, It feels great when you do everything right, but
terrible when you don't.
Regards, Phil
SAM 2008 SPECIAL MODEL—WEDGY
I am forwarding copy for you that I sent our Sam Speaks editor
(Roland) to get in Sam Speaks to get the guys building special
model. If you notice I have a speed-400 6v in the Wedgy so I
can fly in special and speed-400 event as well. I believe it is the
perfect size and hopefully will fly well?? I thought they would
chose the Zomby but I think Leon said Wedgy would fly better?
If you notice the rules for the Wedgy event are the Stahl rules
from 2006. I told Larry Davidson I would be the event director
for the 5-electric events and run the Wedgy R/C event as well to
help Mark who is the R/C
C.D...
Glen R. Poole Sr.
Sam #0069
Sam MIdwest V.P.
Sam Chapter #117
Chicago Buzzards
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Top left—Lewis’s Anderson fuselage serves as kindling for the
evening cookout.
Top Rt—Unknown flyers fuselage covering was blown up by
highpower and high dynamic pressure. Can you say ‘Schneurle’?
Bot Left—Lewis massages his new Anderson Pylon .
Bot Rt - Returning Electric flyer Charlie Applebaum launches...
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February 19, 1942

Bill,
Thank you for reminding me, in a most understated way, what our nation
did to you & yours in the misguided aftermath of Pearl Harbor. Word
are failing me right now. My early years were spent in a cloistered
Dear Family and Friends,
'middle american' small town where the concensus was that the internToday is the anniversary of a dark day in American history. I hate ment of Japanese-Americans was necessary for the national good. I'm
to bring it up but it needs to be told again and again, so our kids
glad to say I outgrew that view, but it took the 1976 movie "Farwell to
will know about it. To my newly acquired friends in Hawaii, this Manzanar" to make me aware and realize I was wrong. As I mentioned
date Feb 19th, 1942 may not mean as much as it does to those of earlier, I later came to know a fellow technician, Howard Ueada, who
had grown up behind the gates of Manzanar. Any lingering doubts I
us who lived on the West Coast back in the ‘40s. There was no
mention of it in this morning’s Honolulu-Advertiser. Definitely, may have had were evaporated as I found Howard as moral, honest, and
non-judgmental a person as any I have known.
my new friends in Ohio and Illinois, for example, may not be

From:"W. Tsuchida" <thermals@hawaii.rr.com>
Date:Tue, 19 Feb 2008 11:57:33 -1000

familiar.

My grandfather & grandmother came thru Ellis Island from Italy around
the turn of last century. My dad was full blooded Italian born in the
USA. He ran away at a very early age and made his own way. Somewhere along the line my grandfather's kids Americanized the Roselli
name because of the prejudice they encountered. Dad married a woman
of English decent and so I was raised without the stigmas he endured.

On February 19, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed
into law Executive Order 9066, which declared that anyone of
Japanese ancestry was an “enemy alien”. Didn’t matter if you
were an American Citizen or not - this was pure racism at its
worst. There was no such Order against German Americans or
Italian Americans.
As a result of this Order, my family and all my friends were ordered into concentration camps. They were given 2 weeks notice
to dispose of homes, businesses, property. Imagine the chaos of
disposing your lifetime in 2 weeks! All the vultures descended on
my family and friends to pick up bargains - 5 cents to the dollar.
Since I was already in uniform, it was confusing - would I be put
in the stockade? be discharged? Nothing happened - they needed
all the cannon fodder they could get, so I was sent to France and
Germany where - yes - I got shot up. End of sad story. . . Will

John Pond once told me that a old modeling friend of his, Henry
Steigelmeier, had shortened his given name to Meyer in order to blunt
the prejudices of the era. So, you are correct in pointing out the hypocrisy of the fact that Italian & German Americans of the WW2 era were
not subjected to outright interment as were Japanese-Americans.
As an American I feel the National shame of Executive Order
#9066. Though it was 66 years ago, I'm sure wounds like that never
really heal. I applaud you for persevering thru the years and holding
your head high.
I would like to print your text in the Clipper, for as you say it needs to
be retold and retold, lest later generations forget.
Steve Roselle

PS—Whereas all my white buddies went back to their home
towns after being discharged, to cheering crowds and joyous parades, this is what greeted Japanese Americans back home:
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR SAM 26 SPRING ANNUAL
This is the only spring RC meet at Taft this year - so be there I
THE NEW SPEED 400 EVENT replaces the SOS Electric event this year. Only 2 fliers
entered the SOS last year while the S-400 is coming on strong. The exact rules seem to
keep migrating for die S-400, so we may take a vote on an item or two at the field.
ELECTRIC LMR AND TEXACO FLIERS may use whatever batteiy pack is in vogue at
ibe moment for SAM. We can't keep up with the changes, so if you're also unsure, please
contact Steve Roselle, SAM Western V.P. for farther information, as he foUows it
closely.
SPECIAL EVENTS will be flown as described in the SAM rule book. But for O.T.
ghder, we'll have three 10 minute maxes with no penahy for flying over 10 minutes (nonprecision). This helps prevent damage during precision timed landings. A heavy duty and
a light hi-start will be provided by contest management. Or a flier may use his own
launch device, if it's made available to all.
FOR THE &R SIDEPORT EVENT a 45 second engine run will be allowed for aU
engines.
FLYOFFS: When contestants are ready, a five minute launch window begins. You may
make unlimited launches or attempts during the window, as long as you get in the air
before the 5 minutes is up. The CD will make an arbitrary but reasonable decision as to
how long to wait for a contestant who is not prepared to fly on time.
ENGINES AND EQUIPMENT: Please respect the rules for unmodified engines for the
Brown Jr., Ohisson, and 1/2A events. Your ball bearing 0&R. front end can be used in
LER, but not in the 0&R Special events. Be your own policeman, it promotes good will.
RADIOS: Anyone possessing frequency "quick change", (dial-a-crash) radios, please
report to the C.D. for special counseling before flying, and before any frequency change.
Per FCC rules, old wide band transmitters have not been legal since early 1998. Anyone
flying on HAM frequencies is required to have a valid HAM license in their immediate
possession.
2.4 GHz RADIOS will be required to use frequency pins and return them after each flight
to maintain the habit and for the safety of those not flying on 2.4 GHZ.
TAFT MOTELS listed in general order of contestant preference:
Caprice Motel Phone 661-765-2161. AAA rates. 222 Kern St.
Holland Inn. 661-765-5267. 6~. & Warren. This is the renovated former Westside Inn
Topper Motel. 661-765-4145. 101 E. Kern St.
Taft Motel. 661-765-4174. 130 Kern St. Older Motel, renovated 1999.
Motel 8, in Maricopa, 6 miles south of Taft. 661-760-8291.
Buttonwillow, a few miles N.E. also has 4 acceptable Motels.
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The empty spot in our household was unbearable even
with our other cat Nuggy to comfort us, so after
several weeks Janet went down to the Palo Alto
pound—just to look around—an immediately discovered an eight month old Black & White bundle of energy.
February has been as memorable as was January but in
a much happier way. Samantha is just discovering the
big wide world and of course noses into everything.
Let outside, she leads us on merry chases around the
neighborhood, but does return to her feedbag, thank
goodness.
She is a joy, and the hole that Sasha left has pretty
much healed, except for quiet times.
Nuggy has resisted having a new sibling, especially
one that can run rings around her, but is having her
growl worn down by the youngster.

Life goes on!
After our precious 14 + year old Sasha cat suddenly
went blind on the last day of 2007, she continued to
have serious health problems even with restoration of
her sight thru blood pressure medications.
January was a tough month around the Roselle homestead and we canceled our Eloy Az. trip to nurse her.
Sad to say she never started eating again even with
forced syringe feeding for several weeks. Her energy
and weight drained away until I too accepted the inevitable, and we had her gently put to sleep.

When insults had class

Cute humor

part II

1. Two antennas met on a roof, fell in love and got married. The
ceremony wasn't much, but the reception was excellent

"I didn't attend the funeral, but I sent a nice letter saying I
approved of it." - Mark Twain

2. A jumper cable walks into a bar. The bartender says, "I'll serve
you, but don't start anything.

"He has no enemies, but is intensely disliked by his
friends." Oscar Wilde

5. A man walks into a bar with a slab of asphalt under his arm
and says: "A beer please, and one for the road.

"He loves nature in spite of what it did to him." - Forrest
Tucker
"Some cause happiness wherever they go; others, whenever
they go."- Oscar Wilde
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6. Two cannibals are eating a clown. One says to the other: "Does
this taste funny to you?"
9. An invisible man marries an invisible woman. The kids were
nothing to look at either
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New Membership Cards are in the Mail
Secretary/ Treasurer Bill Copeland has been
working diligently with President Smith to prepare the
2008 Membership cards. Paid up members are in for a
treat as the new cards are in color and, Laminated! Bill
thinks you will be pleased with the result.
The membership approved the purchase of a

To get one of the new cards, pay your dues – if
you haven’t – and see for yourself!
BC
LAST DUES REMINDER
This is the last time we will be reminding you about
paying your dues for 2008. The 2008 Membership cards for the
members who have already paid are in the mail. If you do not
receive a membership card by the first of March, there could be
two reasons:
You have not paid your dues or; two I have made a mistake
(highly unlikely- the last one I made was in 1956)
If you think you have paid your dues like a good boy
and have not received your card by March 1st, contact me by Email at: bnbent@pacbell.net or give me a call at: 925-449-1105
and we will discuss the problem.
If you have not paid your dues, bad boy, using the form
below, make your check out to SAM 21 and mail it to me at:

Bill Copeland, 4863 Primrose Lane,
Livermore, CA 94551
and I will stop bugging you.

Laminator at a cost of around $80 and this has been
accomplished including enough laminating material to
do at least three years of cards. Trial runs have been
completed and Bill is now a “qualified operator”. The
machine can be used by any member for Club business for the cost of materials. Everything from business cards to anything not exceeding 9.5 inches wide
by as long as you need.

in arrears 2008
Bob Allen
Red Barrows
Dave Bruner
Bob Cooke III
Don Farwell
Sky Grenawalt
Jim Lang
Ralph May
Bill Mette
Serge Millisch
Wes Rickard
Brian Sergeant

SAM 21 Membership Application Form - 2008
Circle one: X New Member X Renewing Member
Circle one: Full: $25/year

SAM

Associate: $15/year (Newsletter only)

No._________________ AMA No. ___________
(Req’d if

Name:
___________________________________________
Address
__________________________________________
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Mail to: Secretary/Treasurer:
Bill Copeland
4863 Primrose Lane
Livermore, CA 94551
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Check here for your
free, authorized copy
of the Dave Lewis photo

